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1. Introduction

This contribution1 deals with a bi-clausal construction in spoken German that 
has not been empirically investigated to date. It consists of a main clause with a 
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Abstract: This contribution deals with right-dislocated complement clauses with the 
subordinating conjunction dass (‘that’) in German talk-in-interaction. The bi-clausal 
construction we analyze is as follows: The first clause, in which one argument is 
realized by the demonstrative pronoun das (‘this/that’), is syntactically and 
semantically complete; the reference of the pronoun is (re-)specified by adding a 
dass-complement clause after a point of possible completion (e.g., aber das hab ich 
nich MITbekommen. (0.32) dass es da so YOUtubevideos gab. (‘But I wasn’t aware of 
that. That there were videos about that on YouTube.’). The first clause always 
performs a backward-oriented action (e.g., an assessment) and the second clause 
(re-)specifies the propositional reference of the demonstrative, allowing for a 
(strategic) perspective shift. Based on a collection of 93 cases from everyday 
conversations and institutional interactions, we found that the construction is used 
close to the turn-beginning for referring to and (re-)specifying (parts of) another 
speaker’s prior turn; turn-internal uses tie together parts of a speaker’s multi-unit 
turn. The construction thus facilitates an incremental constitution of meaning and 
reference.
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demonstrative pronoun (das ‘that’) and a complement clause with the complemen-
tizer dass (‘that’), as in the following example: aber das hab ich nich MITbekommen. 
(0.32) dass es da so YOUtubevideos gab. (‘But I wasn’t aware of that. That there 
were videos about that on YouTube.’). In the literature, the demonstrative in the 
first clause is seen as co-referential with the ‘right-dislocated’ complement clause, 
that is, it is seen as a cataphoric device (see Section 2). Yet, the literature stresses 
that the neuter demonstrative das can have various uses, which include anaphoric, 
cataphoric, anadeictic, and catadeictic reference (Ahrenholz, 2007). From an 
online-perspective on talk-in-interaction, this raises the question of how the 
pronoun reference within a right dislocation construction is established: Upon 
production of the first clause, the recipient cannot know that the speaker will add 
a complement clause. Sometimes it is even obvious (because of pauses, hesitations, 
and prosodic features) that the speaker has not planned the complement clause in 
advance. Therefore, the demonstrative cannot be interpreted as cataphoric upon its 
occurrence; rather, it must first be interpreted like any other demonstrative. Once 
the second clause is produced, though, the interpretation of the pronoun must be 
adjusted according to the content of the complement clause and the first clause 
becomes retrospectively interpretable as a matrix clause. The right dislocation 
construction we discuss in this article is thus intrinsically emergent, because the 
reanalysis of the anaphoric demonstrative as a cataphoric pronoun occurs online, 
that is, while its production and reception are in progress. Points of completion on 
different levels of linguistic description (syntax, prosody, semantics, pragmatics) 
contribute to the interpretation of the pronoun and the right dislocation construc-
tion as a whole. The construction’s conventionalized status makes it possible to 
use it locally in an incremental fashion by expanding a turn after a clear point of 
completion or by using prosodic projection at the end of the first clause to signal 
more upcoming talk.

Our study focuses on the ways in which the bi-clausal right dislocation con-
struction is used to accomplish social actions. We will show that the first clause 
performs a backward-oriented action (such as accepting a proposal, assessing 
another participant’s action, or asking a question which builds on the prior turn), 
while the second clause has a more forward-oriented function. By specifying or 
even shifting the reference of an argument of the verb of the first clause, a speaker 
can move on to a different topic, or focus on a different facet of a current topic. 
Thus, the analysis of the complement clause importantly focuses on semantic and 
referential practices.

Even though the right dislocation of complement clauses is not seen as be-
longing to Standard German in normative grammars, our data from spontaneous 
talk-in-interaction show that it is not rare at all, but is a routinely used, productive 
bi-clausal construction. We argue that the construction is well motivated by the 
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contingencies of talk-in-interaction: It allows for an incremental specification of 
action and meaning over the course of its production. Reasons for specification 
may be a co-participant signaling a lack of understanding, the speaker’s emergent 
online planning, the identification of ambiguities or vagueness via self-monitoring 
of ongoing turn production, or even rhetorical uses to shift the topic or to replace 
referents of predications. The construction offers a smooth, conventionalized 
way to expand a turn.

2. Right dislocation in German

2.1 General properties of the construction [[NP V dasi] [dass NP VP]i]

The construction consists of two clauses: A main clause containing the neuter de-
monstrative pronoun das2 (either subject or object of the verb) and a complement 
clause with the complementizer dass that is co-referential with the demonstrative. 
The first clause of the construction could in principle be used independently as it 
is syntactically and semantically complete;3 the pronoun das anaphorically refers 
to an antecedent in the ongoing verbal interaction (or to something inferable 
from it)4 or deictically to something that is not verbally expressed but present 
in the situation.

Clauses with demonstrative pronouns are very frequent in spoken German;5 
the demonstrative is mostly not specified any further. If speakers want to specify 
the reference of das, however, they can make use of an expansion, which can take 
the form of a complement clause. If the dass-clause re-specifies rather than merely 
explicating the reference of das, this can lead to a reinterpretation of the matrix 
clause. The occurrence of a following complement clause that semantically fills 
an argument slot of the verb of the main clause, which was already occupied by 

2. The articulation of the demonstrative varies according to regional dialect and other factors
such as register (das, des, dis, dit, dat).

3. The matrix clause is always semantically complete in the sense that it contains a full proposi-
tion, that is, all obligatory semantic roles of the verb are realized. It may, however, not be suf-
ficiently specified if the reference of the demonstrative is unclear or ambiguous.

4. In line with Consten and Schwarz-Friesel (2007), we use anaphoric not only for references
to antecedents, that is, previously mentioned referents and propositions, but also to concep-
tual entities that have to be inferred (e.g., by metonymic relations) from anchors in prior talk 
(“indirect anaphora”).

5. See e.g., Proske (2013) for the frequency and functions of copular clauses with das as a sub-
ject, which are one of the most frequent formats that are often expanded by complement clauses.
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the demonstrative, retrospectively turns the main clause into a matrix clause. The 
resulting construction is treated as a type of right dislocation in the literature. We 
briefly illustrate its structure with an example. Afterwards, we describe different 
prosodic realizations and discuss how they impinge on the projective properties 
of the first clause.

In (1), two friends are talking about a TV series. FR has just started watching 
the third season, while EG has already seen it when it was originally broadcast. 
FR tells EG that apparently there was one particularly spectacular episode in the 
third season, and that people even filmed their reactions to this episode and put 
them on YouTube (l. 1–6). EG reacts with a multi-unit turn containing several 
clauses with anaphora (l. 7–12),6 the last one of which is aber das hab ich nich 
MITbekommen (‘But I wasn’t aware of that.’, l. 14).

(1) Telephone conversation among friends [FOLK_E_00084_T_01, c579]7

01 FR °h ich k weiß nur dass da damals so ganz viele

((omission, approx. one second))

02    reakTIOnen–

03    °h ähm geZEIGT worden sind;

‘I only know that at the time many reactions, um, were shown,’

04    auch auf so:  YOUtubevideos–

‘also in such YouTube videos,’

05    °h wie leute ähm irgendwie total stark auf diese EIne FOLge reagiern.

‘of how people somehow reacted very strongly to this one episode.’

06    es gibt wohl so eine gAnz krasse [FOLge.    ]

‘There must be one extremely hard [episode.’]

07 EG [jA das kann] SEIN.

[‘Yeah, that’s] possible.’

08    (0.64)

09 EG also mir würde jetz da was EINfallen <<:-)> auf jeden fall.>

‘I mean, I can think of something now for sure.’

10    (0.61)

11 FR ok[ay.     ]

12 EG   [kann sch]on SEIN.

‘It’s possible.’

6. In a more detailed analysis that cannot be given here, these other anaphora help disambigu-
ate the reference of das in line 14, as some of the predications are contradictory (einfallen vs. 
nicht mitbekommen).

7. The transcription of the examples follows the conventions of GAT 2, as outlined by Selting
et al. (2009). Each line represents one intonation unit. There are five different terminal pitch 
contours: low falling (.), slightly falling (;), level (–), slightly rising (,), and high rising (?). 
Primary accents are marked by upper case of the whole accented syllable and secondary accents 
by upper case of the vowel of an accented syllable.
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13    (0.42)

14 EG aber das       hab         ich     nich MITbekommen.

but  3SG.N.Acc AUx.1SG.pRS 1SG.NOm not  hear.INF

‘But I wasn’t aware of that.’

15    (0.32)

16    dass es        da    [so   YOUtubevideos    ]    gab.

cOmp 3SG.N.NOm there such  youtube.video.pL.Acc give.3SG.pST

‘That there were     [videos about that on YouTube.]’

17 FR [okay das WUSStest du n]

[‘Okay, you didn’t know that.’]

18 EG [nee.     ]

[‘No.’]

19 FR [ah ja das] is auch schon lange HER.

[‘Ah well, that] is long ago anyway.’

The pronoun das in line 14 can be interpreted as a “complex anaphor” (Consten, 
Knees, & Schwarz-Friesel, 2007), which can refer to FR’s prior turn as a whole 
or just to a part of it. Thus it could mean that EG was ‘not aware’ either of all of 
what FR has said in lines 1–6 or of only one of the facts she mentioned. FR’s lack 
of uptake after the clause in line 14 is taken by EG to indicate that a specifica-
tion (l. 16) is necessary. EG then adds a dass-complement clause, dass es da so 
YOUtubevideos gab. (‘That there were videos about that on YouTube’, l. 16), which 
specifies the reference of das. It narrows down the issues that EG was not aware of 
to a subset of those mentioned in FR’s turn. Only when EG has started to give the 
specification does FR display that she understands what EG is referring to (l. 17). 
While in this example the interactive motivation for specifying the pronominal 
reference by adding a complement clause seems to be transparent, in most cases 
in our collection we do not find that speakers add the complement clause because 
of (the lack of) listeners’ responses. Yet, we find syntactic, semantic, pragmatic, 
and prosodic indicators that index the possible (in-)completeness of the preceding 
clause and thus project turn continuation.

Literature on the grammar of German (Altmann, 1981: 167ff.; Zifonun, 
Hoffmann, & Strecker, 1997: 548) claims that the matrix clause of the right dis-
location construction is always prosodically independent, separated by a pause, 
and concluded with a falling final intonation contour as in Excerpt (1). Yet, our 
data show that the complement clause and the matrix clause are almost as often 
produced together in the same intonation unit as they are produced as separate 
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intonation units. If the matrix clause constitutes an intonation unit of its own, it 
can be produced with a falling, level, or rising contour.8

We consider cases such as (1), in which the first clause is complete on all 
levels of linguistic description (syntax, semantics, pragmatics, and prosody) 
and therefore ends in a “complex TRP” (Ford & Thompson, 1996), to be clear 
cases of expansion (or: turn continuation, see Auer 1996; Couper-Kuhlen & Ono, 
2007; Ono & Thompson, 2012).9 In contrast, cases in which the first clause is not 
complete on all levels are treated here as projecting (on at least one level, cf. Auer, 
2005, 2010), that is, the first clause makes expectable a continuation, although 
not necessarily one by a complement clause. Thus, projection can result from 
syntactic, semantic, pragmatic, or prosodic incompleteness. As the construction 
under scrutiny contains a syntactically and semantically complete first clause in 
most cases,10 it is prosody and pragmatics that can be seen as decisive regarding 
projection here. If the first clause does not end in a point of prosodic comple-
tion, this still does not mean that the form of the continuation is pre-defined in 
any way (the continuation may, for example, also take the form of a simple main 
clause). The prosodically projecting cases can be split into two groups: a) the two 
clauses are produced in one intonation unit (mostly with two focal accents, one 
per clause) (see Excerpt (2)), or b) each clause is produced as a separate intonation 
unit and the first one ends in a non-final (rising or, more rarely, level) contour (see 
Excerpt (3)).11 In the expansion cases, the first clause ends with a final, falling or 
high rising, intonation contour and the complement clause is added as a separate 
intonation unit (see Excerpt (1)).

8. 56 of the 93 cases (60%) are produced in two separate intonation units. Of these, 28 have a
falling final contour on the first clause, 19 a rising one (only five of which are high rising), and 8 
a level one. 37 of the 93 cases (40%) are produced within one intonation unit; 29 of these intona-
tion units feature two focal accents; 8 have only one focal accent. In one case, the intonation unit 
is cut off after the complementizer.

9. This roughly corresponds to what Schegloff (1996) has called increment, a term that we
avoid because of certain ambiguities associated with it (see Deppermann & Proske, 2015 for a 
discussion).

10. In some cases, the first clause cannot be regarded as semantically complete, as there is no
antecedent or anchor for the demonstrative. In these cases, it functions as a non-referential 
expletive as es in the extraposition construction does. This lack of referential specification can 
be regarded as semantic incompleteness.

11. We use the term intonation unit as it is understood in interactional studies on spoken English
and German, that is, as “a stretch of speech uttered under a single coherent intonation contour” 
(Du Bois et al., 1993: 47). An intonation unit has at least one focal accent and a terminal pitch 
contour following it; among the optional ‘boundary cues’ are features such as audible in-breath, 
pause, change in pitch, and change in tempo (see e.g., Chafe, 1994; Selting et al., 2009).
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(2) Board game [FOLK_E_00010_T_01, c468]

01 NK eigentlich hab ich     mir      das       NICH denken    können

actually   AUx.1SG.pRS 1SG.NOm REFL.1SG 3SG.N.Acc not  think.INF can.INF

dass da    AUCH noch eine   drunter  is.

cOmp there too  another_one under.it be.3SG.pRS

‘Actually I couldn’t imagine that there is another one under it.’

(3) Mediation meeting (Stuttgart 21) [FOLK_E_00064_T_06, c70]

01 GS eine WERbebroschüre–

02    °h die vielen w wahlbürgern auch suggeRIERT–

03    (.) sie hätten einen NUTzen davon;

04    verKEHRlich einen nutzen;

‘A flyer that suggests to many voters that they will

profit from it traffic-wise’

05    und das       war         die       entscheidende  aussage

and 3SG.N.NOm be.3SG.pAST dET.F.NOm decisive.F.NOm statement.NOm

die w wir     von  herrn kefer HÖren  (.) wollten,

REL.3SG.F.Acc   1pL.NOm from mister.dAT Kefer hear.INF   want.2pL.pAST

‘and that was the decisive statement that we wanted to hear from

Mr. Kefer’

06    °h dass dieser    gar    nich geGEben   is.

cOmp 3SG.m.NOm at.all not  give.pTcp be.3SG.pRS

‘that this [profit] is not to be expected at all.’

Pragmatic projection comes into play in addition to prosodic projection. It may 
be the case that prosody signals completion in line with syntax and semantics, but 
pragmatically the turn cannot be regarded as complete (see Excerpt (4) below).

2.2 Right dislocation in the literature

The right dislocation construction is usually defined as consisting of a clause con-
taining a pro-form and a phrase realized after (‘to the right of ’) the clause that is 
coreferential with the pro-form (see e.g., Altmann, 1981: 54f.; Averintseva-Klisch, 
2009: 3). The use of the term right dislocation (in German: Rechtsversetzung) was 
originally restricted to clause-final phrases with a nominal core, that is, NPs and 
PPs (e.g., °h also die fand ich sehr SCHWER, diese PROsabände– ‘well, I found 
them very hard [to understand], these prose volumes’ FOLK_E_00059_ T_01, 
c742).12 The interactional functions of the construction, most prominently repair, 

12. The term was coined by Ross (1967). In the generative framework, the complement clause is
seen as ‘right-dislocated’ from its original position within the matrix clause, which is occupied 
by the expletive pronoun instead. Although this transformational view of the constructions 
does not adequately capture their emergence in spoken language, we use the term because it 
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have been described for German in studies on various types of phrasal expan-
sions of clauses (e.g., Auer, 1991, 1996, 2007; Uhmann, 1993).13 The possibility 
of dislocating complement clauses to the right is only rarely considered (see e.g., 
Altmann, 1981: 167ff.; Zifonun, Hoffmann, & Strecker 1997: 1475f. for short men-
tions). There are no major studies on the construction in German, neither from a 
theoretical syntactic nor from a usage-based or interactional point of view.14 The 
construction has two formal relatives that are considered standard in German:15 a) 
a matrix clause with one argument realized as a complement clause, and b) a matrix 
clause within which one argument is realized as an expletive pronoun (es ‘it’) before 
the same argument is realized again as a complement clause (‘extraposition’).16 
All three constructions are restricted to matrix clauses with complement-taking 
predicates, that is, verbs that take a propositional argument that can be realized 
either as a complement clause or a neuter pronoun (es or das). This is also why 
right-dislocated clauses have much less in common with right-dislocated NPs 
and PPs than with the above-mentioned bi-clausal structures: Right dislocation of 
phrases can occur with any verb.

Because of their close structural similarities, literature on matrix clause con-
structions and the extraposition construction is potentially relevant for describing 
the functions of the right dislocation construction. Matrix clauses in German and 
English have been investigated for their framing functions: complement-taking 
verbs often have epistemic, evidential, or evaluative semantics. The framing func-
tion and the projection of upcoming talk has also been the focus of studies on 
extraposition. Although the matrix clause is formally complete (in contrast to a 

is common in non-transformational approaches (e.g., Altmann, 1981: 54) and in interactional 
linguistics (e.g., Pekarek Dohler, De Stefani, & Horlacher, 2015) as well.

13. See also Horlacher (2015) and Pekarek Doehler et  al. (2015) for right-dislocated NPs in
spoken French. These authors emphasize that—apart from the function of referential repair, 
which the literature on right dislocation in many languages has focused on (see e.g., Geluykens, 
1987)—phrasal right dislocation has several functions concerning turn-taking and turn con-
struction, such as dealing with issues of recipiency, as was also found in our example of clausal 
right dislocation in Excerpt (1).

14. But see Keevallik’s (2011) investigation of clause combinations with projecting pro-forms
in spoken Estonian.

15. Es is held to be the default expletive pronoun (Gallmann 2009: 822f., 1055), while das is
regarded as a non-standard expletive.

16. If our Excerpt  (1) would have been realized as a simple matrix clause construction or
as an extraposition construction, it would look as follows: Aber ich hab (es) nicht mitbekom-
men, dass es da so Youtube-Videos gab. The propositional meaning is the same as that of the 
right-dislocated case.
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matrix clause without an expletive) and makes an epistemic, evidential, or evalu-
ative statement, it is semantically incomplete because one argument of the verb 
has been only formally realized; it projects a propositional referent for which the 
pre-posed assertion holds (Couper-Kuhlen & Thompson, 2006, 2008; Günthner, 
2009).17 This relationship can also be found for cases of right dislocation in which 
the first clause is prosodically projecting but the demonstrative pronoun is non-
referential or cannot be interpreted unambiguously.

3. Data

Our data come from the ‘research and teaching corpus of spoken German’ (FOLK; 
see Schmidt, 2014), a growing reference corpus of German talk-in-interaction. 
The corpus comprised 133 hours of spoken interactions when we set up our data-
collection.18 It contains a broad variety of private, institutional, and public interac-
tion types (e.g., dinner table conversations, private telephone conversations, work 
meetings, classroom interaction, university vivas, panel discussions) with speakers 
of German as a first language. We selected 13 interactions (27 hours), for which 
all occurrences of dass were inspected manually.19 We found 93 cases of right-
dislocated dass-complement clauses (this means that the construction occurs 
approximately every 17 minutes). These 93 cases were analyzed sequentially and 
for several formal and functional features.

17. Because of the broad functional range of das, the right dislocation of complement clauses
seems to be much more common in German than in English. The English extraposition con-
struction fulfills more functions because it is used anaphorically more often than German es 
(cf. Couper-Kuhlen & Thompson, 2006, 2008, who do not use the term ‘anaphoric’, but describe 
the it in the first clause of the English extraposition construction as often both ‘forward-’ and 
‘backward-oriented’). The close relation between extraposition and right dislocation in German 
has not been discussed in detail in the literature. Moreover, it has not yet been investigated em-
pirically whether it is not es—as claimed in grammars—but das that is the default pronoun ‘re-
placing’ complement clauses realized ‘to the right’ of a matrix clause, at least in spoken German.

18. We built the collection in May 2015. The corpus is available at http://dgd.ids-mannheim.de.
All excerpts can be retrieved by the interaction and contribution numbers in the header above 
each excerpt.

19. The corpus contains more than 8,000 occurrences of dass-clauses, which can be retrieved
automatically. For our analysis, we selected interactions from different interaction types, in 
order to cover a wide range of usages of the construction.

http://dgd.ids-mannheim.de
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4. Uses of the right dislocation construction

The functions of the right dislocation construction20 do not differ systematically 
depending on the sequential or turn-internal position in which it is used. Rather, 
its basic characteristics (bi-partite structure, (potentially) anaphoric demonstra-
tive that is (potentially) co-referential with a complement clause) bear different 
weight in different contexts of use. First, we look at (mostly) turn-initial uses, by 
which a speaker takes up (parts of) a prior speaker’s turn with the demonstrative. 
In these cases, the complement clause specifies a propositional referent that was 
introduced by another speaker. Second, we deal with turn-internal uses, by which 
a speaker ties together parts of their own multi-unit turn,21 that is, the comple-
ment clause specifies a propositional referent that the speaker has introduced 
themselves. Third, we analyze co-constructed cases—other-initiated expansions 
and collaborative constructions. In these cases, the reference of the demonstrative 
is observably negotiated by the co-participants.

4.1 Co-reference with (parts of) a prior turn

The first clause of a right dislocation construction with which a speaker takes up 
(parts of) another speaker’s turn occurs close to the beginning of the turn in most 
cases. Mostly, it is turn-initial or the first clause in a turn, occurring, for example, 
after a turn-initial particle.22 In the majority of these cases, das refers to a non-
adjacent TCU in the prior speaker’s turn. Reference to the immediately preceding 
TCU of the prior speaker’s turn also occurs.23 Ambiguity of the antecedent which 
is referred to by das in the first clause, or inability to resolve its reference because 
of the distance of the antecedent, can thus be only one reason why referential (re-)
specifications by complement clauses occur.

The following examples show that what later becomes interpretable as the ma-
trix clause of a right-dislocated complement clause typically implements an action 
that is backward-oriented (i.e., operates on prior talk), such as asking a question 
about the current discourse topic or accepting a proposal. As the pronoun das 

20. We refer to the bi-clausal right dislocation construction in an abbreviated way as the ‘right
dislocation construction’.

21. In 37 of the 93 cases the demonstrative is co-referential with (parts of) a prior turn of
another speaker; in 35 it is co-referential with a prior part of the same speaker’s turn; in 21 it is 
non-referential or cataphoric.

22. 26 of the 37 cases referring to another’s turn occur close to the turn beginning.

23. 15 of the 37 cases referring to another’s turn refer to an immediately preceding TCU.
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refers to something that is treated as given, the verb of the clause (and potentially 
additional lexical arguments) gains prominence as new information. Mostly, the 
matrix clause is short. The complement clause contains a (re-)specification of the 
referent that was already indexed as given.

Excerpt (4) comes from a lesson at a professional school. The teacher (GS) is 
talking about the possibility of employees getting support from their boss when 
taking part in a training course (l. 1–13).

(4) Lesson at a professional school [FOLK_E_00004_ T_02, c463]

01 GS er unnerstützt es eventuELL–

‘He may support it,’

02    wenn er sacht er stellt_s FREI,

‘if he says he releases [someone from work for a training course]’

03    (0.45) o:der vielLEIcHT sogar er unnerstützt es hier finanZIELL,

‘or maybe he would even support it financially.’

04    (0.36) aber im prinZIp könnt er ach sache ich–

‘But in principle he could as well say: I,’

05    also mit ihrem WISsensstand,

‘I mean, with your state of knowledge’

06    (0.36) ich kann sie in der firma ni EIsetze.

‘I cannot utilize you in the company.’

07    (0.44)

08 GS da is kein pLATZ mehr.

‘There is no room anymore.’

09    (0.37)

10 GS ja?

‘Right?’

11    (1.41)

13 GS da machen wir irgendwie n qualifiZIErungsmaßnahme oder SONScHTwas;

‘You have to take a qualification course or something.’

14    bitte?

‘Yes, please?’

15    (0.7)

16 mB ja;

‘Well,’

17    n hab         ich     das       <<↑> RICHtig jetz verstanden;>
AUx.1SG.pRS 1SG.NOm 3SG.N.Acc      right   now  understand.pTcp

‘did I understand this correctly?’

18    dass der       chEf     sagen   könnte       JA–

cOmp dET.m.NOm boss.NOm say.INF can.SBjv.3SG yes

19    (0.23) sie     machen     die          lehrgänge              priVAT–

3pL.NOm do.pRS.3pL dET.m.pL.Acc training.course.pL.Acc private

20    (0.68) sonst     könn        wir     sie: (0.37) nich

otherwise can.pRS.1pL 1pL.NOm 3pL.Acc     not
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mehr    weider (0.22) TRAgen?
more    further       carry.INF

‘that the boss could say: well, you have to do the training courses

privately, otherwise we cannot keep you any more?’

21 GS wenn des irgendwelche ScHEIne sind;

‘If it concerns some kind of certificate,’

22    (0.2) wie zum bEIspiel wenn

‘as for example if’

23    ich ich sag jetz mal n schweiß

24    (0.24) ScHWEIßfachmann;=ja?

‘let’s say a welder, right?’

25    (0.2) zertifiKAte–

26    die er sacht sie mÜSse_s;

‘certificates that he says you must [have],’

27    dAnn kann er dis NIT verlangen.

‘then he cannot demand it.’

MB starts asking a question in line 17: hab ich das RICHtig jetz verstanden; ‘Did I 
understand this correctly?’. This clause ends in a possible syntactic and prosodic 
point of completion and can be regarded as semantically complete if das is taken to 
refer to GS’s prior turn as a whole. Moreover, as a question, the clause performs a 
sequentially first action that creates conditional relevance. However, it does not end 
in a pragmatic point of completion, as GS cannot answer the question of whether 
MB has understood her correctly unless MB offers a candidate understanding, 
because GS does not have access to his mental state. Thus, it is only after MB has 
explicated his understanding of GS’s turn with the complement clause in lines 
18–20 that GS provides an answer (l. 21–27). Whereas in Excerpt (4), the necessity 
for specifying what das refers to depends on the semantics of the matrix clause 
verb, there are other cases, in which it arises from contextual factors, such as sev-
eral possible antecedents, as in Excerpt (1) above. Specification is more important 
for questions than for other actions, for example responsive epistemic statements 
as in (1), as they make relevant a next action by the recipient. In any case, the right 
dislocation construction offers a way of ‘chunking’ a turn, that is, of first perform-
ing the main action such as asking a question and then specifying reference.24

Excerpt (5) comes from the same telephone conversation as (1), among two 
students. They are talking about their work for a newspaper. FR has committed to 
writing an article, but has not done so yet; EG proposes that FR should write an 
e-mail to the chief editor explaining that she will still write the article (l. 1–4), so 
that he won’t assign the topic to anyone else (l. 5–6).

24. Each clause can be seen as a chunk, thus the backward-oriented action (matrix clause) and
the specification (complement clause) are examples of grammatical and pragmatic “packaging” 
(Chafe, 1976).
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(5) Telephone conversation among friends [FOLK_E_00084_ T_02, c92]

01 EG ja aber dann sach

‘Yeah, but then tell

02    dann SAcH ihm doch einfach du mAcHST das dann noch,

then simply tell him you’ll still do it.’

03    und äh jA.

‘And um, well.’

04    (0.35) dann ScHEIB ihm das da halt mit REIN.

‘Then write that into [your e-mail to him].’

05    (0.27) dann mAcHT er das auch nich;

‘Then he won’t do that.’

06    °h dann GIBT er das auch keinem andern.

‘Then he won’t give it [your topic] to anyone else.’

07    (0.7)

08 FR ja jA.

‘Yes, of course.’

09    ich schreib ihm

‘I’ll write him’

10    ja  das       WILL         ich     auch schreiben.

yes 3SG.N.Acc want.1SG.pRS 1SG.NOm mOdp write.INF

‘Yeah, that’s what I want to write.’

11    dass ich     einfach noch keine               ZEIT     hatte–

cOmp 1SG.NOm simply  yet  dET.INdEF.NEG.F.Acc time.Acc have.pST.1SG

‘that I simply had no time [to do it] yet.’

12    aber dass

‘but that’

13    °h ich will halt schreiben dass ich leider noch keine ZEIT hab hatte,

‘I want to write that I regrettably haven’t had any time yet,’

14    aber falls es in ORdnung is,

‘but if it is okay,’

15    dann werde ich das auf jeden fall ende februar in ANgriff nehmen.

‘I’ll start working on it by the end of February.’

FR starts her response with a response token (ja JA., l. 8, and again ja in l. 10) 
(Barth-Weingarten, 2011; Golato & Fagyal, 2008) and accepts EG’s proposal with 
the clause das WILL ich auch schreiben. (‘Yeah, that’s what I want to write’, l. 10). 
The pronoun das refers to a non-adjacent part of EG’s turn in line 2 (du MACHST 
das dann noch, ‘you will still do it’). FR demonstrates epistemic autonomy as she 
identifies the proposal as her own prior intention by using the modal verb wollen 
‘want’. The clause is complete syntactically, semantically, and pragmatically and 
ends with a falling intonation contour. After this possible point of completion, FR 
adds a complement clause that mentions a reason for not having written the article 
(keine ZEIT hatte ‘had no time’, l. 11). This does not clarify the prior reference of 
das, but retrospectively shifts it to something only metonymically related to what 
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was actually said by EG. While the matrix clause signals compliance, the specifica-
tion in the complement clause changes the kind of action that FR commits herself 
to. FR then uses the complement clause construction for a turn expansion which 
gives a more detailed explication of her prior intention: She contrastively adds a 
further complementizer (aber dass ‘but that’, l. 12), but then abandons the struc-
ture. The reformulation in lines 13–15 shows that the reason she gave before is 
only one part of the further specification of what she intends to write.

The “janus-faced”, both retrospective and prospective, orientation of the 
demonstrative imbues the construction with a rhetorical potential that becomes 
clear in cases such as Excerpt (5): The anaphoric pronoun establishes a cohesive 
tie with the prior speaker’s perspective; the TCU signals affiliation. This is then 
transformed into the announcement of an action which can be more or less at 
odds with the prior speaker’s proposal. Still, the shift is not marked in any way, but 
the right dislocation makes it appear to be a reformulation.

Excerpt (6) shows how the construction is used for referring to prior actions 
of others when there is no verbal antecedent to the pronoun das. A group of men is 
playing a “football manager” game, in which they bid on players to build a virtual 
team. We join the action when they are bidding on the player Cacau.

(6) “Football manager” game [FOLK_E_00021_T_11, c39]

01 SK zum ERSten,

‘Going once,’

02    (.) zum ZWEIten;

‘going twice,’

03 mT drei SEcHS.

‘Three point six [million euros].’

04 dK sagst du auf ENGlisch?

‘Do you say it in English?’

05    (0.23)

06 SK ah:.

‘Ah.’

07 dK drei SIEben.

‘Three point seven.’

08    (1.13)

09 jZ vier.

‘Four.’

10    (.)

11 dK vier FÜNF.

‘Four point five.’

12    (0.82)

13 NI das       war         doch KLAR  dass der        nich für_n
3SG.N.NOm be.3SG.pAST mOdp clear cOmp 3SG.m.NOm  not  for_dET.m.Acc
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GRUNDpreis  über_n          lAdentisch geht.
base.price  over_dET.m.Acc  counter    go.3SG.pRS

‘It was obvious that he wouldn’t be sold for the basic price.’

14    (0.43)

15 cH FÜNF millionen.

‘Five million.’

16    (0.94)

17 NI aber sÜß wie der simon_s immer wieder verSUcHT.

‘But it’s sweet how Simon keeps trying.’

SK is trying to end the bidding sequence (l. 1–2), but the others keep going. In 
line 13, NI comments on this using the right dislocation construction: The matrix 
clause expresses an epistemic stance towards the ongoing interaction and evaluates 
it as expectable (das war doch KLAR ‘that/it was obvious’). The complement clause, 
which is realized as a continuation of the same intonation contour, summarizes 
the bidding activities (nich für_n GRUNDpreis über_n lAdentisch geht ‘not be sold 
for the basic/starting price’). At the same time, it specifies the reference of das 
in the matrix clause, which otherwise could not be unambiguously interpreted. 
By the time das is uttered, it could be interpreted as referring to the immediately 
prior turn by DK (vier FÜNF. ‘four point five’, l. 11), or to the whole prior bidding 
sequence, or even to something in the non-verbal context. Thus, the interpretation 
of the pronoun as not anaphoric but as discourse-deictic25 and at the same time 
cataphoric26 is only possible because of the complement clause.

As the examples show, the construction can emerge in the course of construct-
ing a turn online, as in (4) and (5). It can also be used as a whole, as in (6), where 
the cohesive prosodic contour and the need to specify the reference of das make 
it likely that it was produced (and perceived) as an integrated unit from the start. 
In either case it links two potentially separate actions through a cohesive gram-
matical construction. Das thus creates a retrospective link, while at the same time 
affording the potential for further (re-)specification. The right dislocation con-
struction thus allows for an incremental constitution of meaning and reference. 
Pragmatically, this can be used to reconcile the simultaneous display of affiliation 
and implicit disagreement.

25. Both das and the complement clause refer meta-pragmatically to prior actions and not to a
proposition from prior discourse, as in the earlier excerpts.

26. There are 21 cases in the collection that are cataphoric or non-referential. It is not always
easy to determine whether the speaker has intended retrospective, (discourse-)deictic refer-
ence or whether the pronoun is only cataphoric, that is, prospective. These cases show no 
special formal characteristics; their prosodic delivery, for example, varies just as much as it does 
in the other cases.
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4.2 Co-reference with prior parts of the same turn

We now turn to cases in which the demonstrative in the matrix clause refers to an 
adjacent or non-adjacent prior TCU in the same turn.27

The first example comes from a public mediation session for the railway con-
struction project “Stuttgart 21”. In Excerpt (7), an expert presents the speed profile 
of the planned new trajectory over several TCUs (l. 1–13). He then assesses these 
facts positively: des is meine damen und herren ein sehr großer VORteil, (‘This is, 
ladies and gentlemen, a huge advantage.’, l. 14). This assessment explicitly turns the 
facts, which were presented in a rather neutral fashion, into arguments in favor 
of the new trajectory.

(7) Mediation meeting (Stuttgart 21) [FOLK_E_00064_ T_01, c619]

01 vK °h wenn wir uns jetzt mal die schnEllfahrstrecke

Anschauen mit dem geScHWINdigkeitsprofil;

‘Now, if we take a look at the speed profile of the

high-speed railway line’

02    (0.41) und äh kucken woher KOmmT denn eigentlich der fAhrzeitgewinn?

‘and, um, try to find out where the gain in time comes from,’

03    °h dann muss man SAgen,

‘then one has to say’

04    °h dass wir (0.67) bei der ScHNELLfahrstrecke,

05    (.) hier,

06    (0.43) im hauptbahnhof STUTTgart,

07    (0.36) heRAUSbeschleunigen?

‘that the train on the high-speed line speeds up when

leaving Stuttgart main station,’

08    (0.34) °h dann eine geschwindigkeit von

zweihundertFÜNFzig kilometer pro stunde erREIchen,

‘then gains a speed of 250 km/h.’

09    (.) und diese geScHWINdigkeit,

‘and this speed,’

10    °h bis auf einen leichten einbruch in dem beREIcH,

‘apart from a slight setback in this area,’

11    °h praktisch HALten können,

‘can practically be sustained,’

12    bevor wir dann bei ULm,

13    (.) wieder mit der geschwindigkeit hiNUNtergehen.

‘until we lower the speed again when we reach Ulm.’

14    °h des       is         meine   damen   und herren       ein

3SG.N.NOm be.3SG.pRS pOSS.pL lady.pL and gentleman.pL dET.INdEF.m.NOm

27. In 18 of these 35 cases das refers to a non-adjacent prior TCU, in 17 cases to an adjacent one.
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sehr großer VORteil,
very big    advantage

‘This is, ladies and gentlemen, a huge advantage.’

15    (.) dass wir     über die       gesamte STRECke,
cOmp 2pL.NOm over dET.F.Acc whole   distance

16    °h eine sehr gleichförmige hohe geSCHWINdigkeit fahren
dET.INdEF.F.Acc very constant      high speed           go.INF

können.

can.2pL.pRS

‘that we can go the whole distance with a very constant high speed.’

17    im gegensatz dAzu,

‘In contrast,

18    (.) °h ist auf der HEUtigen strecke,

on today’s route,

19    (0.39) eine geschwindigkeit erreichbar HIER von hundertSEcHzig,

a speed of 160 is possible here,‘

20    (.) und sie sehen dass wir überall auf der strecke

laufend und immer wieder EINbrüche haben.

‘and you can see that we have setbacks all over the route.’

The assessment des is meine damen und herren ein sehr großer VORteil, (‘This 
is, ladies and gentlemen, a huge advantage.’, l. 14) is syntactically and semanti-
cally complete. The final contour of the intonation unit, however, projects turn 
continuation. The added complement clause, dass wir über die gesamte STRECke, 
°h eine sehr gleichförmige hohe geSCHWINdigkeit fahren können. (‘that we can go 
the whole distance with a very constant high speed.’, l. 15–16), disambiguates the 
reference by making clear that it includes all of the speaker’s talk on the issue and 
not just a part of it. The complement clause offers a concise summary of it. This 
serves as an anchoring point for the following topic expansion, which contrasts the 
planned trajectory with the speed restrictions of the current one (l. 17–20). The 
right dislocation construction here is a means to coherently relate stance-taking or 
assessments to summaries or repetitions of the main argument made before. This 
turn-structuring use is found in interaction types with argumentative multi-unit 
turns, such as classroom interaction, university vivas, and meetings.

In contrast to such projecting cases, which often seem to be used purposefully, 
cases of expansion show how the right dislocation construction emerges out of 
the contingencies of online planning and turn-taking. Excerpt (8) comes from a 
lesson at a professional school on the topic ‘goals of apprenticeship’. Close to the 
end of the lesson, the teacher (GS) wraps up the topic ‘skills’.
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(8) Lesson at a professional school [FOLK_E_00004_T_02, c1217]

01 GS im prinzIp ging mir_s HEUte drum,

‘In principle, it was important to me today,’

02    (0.55) ja,

‘right?’

03    (0.37) dass sie (.) einfach (0.22) diese beGRIFfe sich einprägen;

‘that you simply memorize these terms’

04    und damit Umgehe könne;

‘and are able to handle them’

05    (.) und w verSTEhen was man darunter mEINT.=ja?

‘and understand their definitions.’

06    (1.71)

07 GS wenn ma über ausbildungsmethode SpRIcHT,

‘If you talk about methods of education’

08    dann ghörn halt diese beGRIFfe noch dazu.

‘then these terms are part of it.’

09    (0.34) ja?

‘Right?’

10    (0.33)

11 GS das       is:        das       zIEl MEIner (.)
3SG.N.NOm be.3SG.pRS dET.N.NOm goal dET.pOSS.F.GEN

Unterrichtsstunde heut.=ne?
lesson            today pRTc

‘That’s the goal of my lesson today, right?’

12    (1.07)

13 GS dass sie     wissen       sie     MÜSsen (.)
cOmp 3pL.NOm know.3pL.pRS 3pL.NOm must.3pL.pRS

dem (0.25)azubi          kompeTENze     vermittle;
dET.m.dAT apprentice.dAT skills.Acc     teach.INF

‘that you know you have to teach an apprentice certain skills’

14    (0.37)

15 GS un  was     damit      geMEINT   is.

and 3SG.INT there_with mean.pTcp AUx.pASS.3SG.pRS

‘and what is meant by that.’

16    (2.25)

17 GS vor dem begriff kompetEnze hatte ma scho_ma_n beGRIFF,

‘Before the term ‘skills’ we had talked about another term,

18    (0.33) ne?

right?’

19    (0.63)

20 GS dis ÄNdert sich so ab und zu ma,

‘- That changes from time to time. –’

21    (2.84) der nannte sich ScHLÜSselqualifikatione.

‘That one was called key qualifications.’
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GS explains that the aim of the last exercise was to familiarize the participants 
with certain technical terms (l. 1–9). She refers back to what she has said before 
with das and classifies it as das zIEl MEIner (.) Unterrichtsstunde heut. (‘the goal of 
my lesson today.’, l. 11), creating a TRP, which is emphasized by the question tag 
ne? (‘right?’, l. 11). After a pause (l. 12), GS uses an expansion with a complement 
clause (l. 13–15) to re-phrase her goals. She offers a concrete example (kompe-
TENze ‘skills’, l. 13) for the aforementioned abstract term beGRIFfe (‘terms’ or 
‘concepts’, l. 3 and 8).28 This is used as a link (l. 17) to a next closely related topic 
SCHLÜSselqualifikatione ‘key qualifications’, l. 21).

Just as when responding to a prior turn, in turn-internal use the right disloca-
tion construction serves as a conventionalized format for tying a backward-ori-
ented action and a specification or shift of reference together in one grammatical 
construction—either pre-planned by the speaker or emergently. In contrast to the 
uses referring to (parts of) another speaker’s prior turn, the cases referring to parts 
of a speaker’s own turn less often involve a shift to more remote referents. Rather, 
the construction is used for repetitions or specifications with only a slight shift in 
reference (as in (8)).

4.3 Co-constructed uses: Referential self-repair and understanding-check

Co-constructed uses of the right dislocation construction are rare in our data. Yet, 
they give particularly strong evidence for its conventionalized status. We will look 
at one example in which both parts of the construction are produced by the same 
speaker and the complement clause is a referential self-repair triggered by another 
speaker’s repair initiation, and another example in which the matrix clause is 
produced by one speaker and the complement clause by another speaker as an 
understanding-check.

Excerpt  (9) comes from a meeting at a social institution. A group of social 
workers discuss the activities of a boy who is cared for at their institution. SZ ar-
gues that it is important that the boy keeps attending his hapkido lessons, because 
the trainer accepts him as he is, integrates him well, and does not put pressure on 
him, as she suspects might be the case at other sports clubs (l. 1–13).

(9) Meeting at a social institution [FOLK_E_00022_T_03, c1172]

01 SZ und deswegen find ich_s wIchtig ähm dass er dA echt daBEIbleibt;

‘And that’s why I think it’s important that he keeps going there.’

28. Kompetenzen (‘skills’) have been mentioned earlier, in a previous lesson at the professional
school. It is itself a cover term for several specific skills (e.g., Methodenkompetenz ‘method skill’) 
that were discussed in an earlier exercise in the current lesson.
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02    (.) weil dis halt auch noch ne grUppe isch wo geNAU,

‘Because this is a group where

03    (0.82) wo der finn aber (0.24) mit gUtem gewissen (.) 

so wie er Isch hingehen KANN.

where Finn can go as he is without concern.’

04    (0.72)

05 SZ weil da net wie in nem üblichen SpORTverein oder so so_n ähm–

‘Because unlike in a normal sports club or something there’s no

06    (0.22)

07 AW LEIStungsdruck.

‘Pressure.’

08 SZ mObbing oder leischtungsdrutsch äh druck STATTfindet.

‘mobbing or pressure there.’

09    (0.95)

10 SZ und w[eil] äh weil_s auch_n trainer isch der die die 

kinder gAnz andersch irgendwie äh im BLIcK hat;

‘And because there’s a trainer who monitors the children well

11 Hm      [ja.]

‘Yeah.’

12 SZ und Ihn auch (0.57) auf sEIne art also so mit EINbezieht un so;

and who integrates him in his own way.’

13    un dis gibt_s woandersch (0.35) [halt eher] (.) oder_s 

gibt_s halt SELten.

‘And that’s a rare thing elsewhere.’

14 Hm [hm_m.    ]

15 SZ °h

16 Hm [hm:. ]

17 AW [hast       du]     ihm       dis bei

AUx.2SG.pRS 2SG.NOm 3SG.m.dAT 3SG.N.Acc at    

eurem        gespräch     so         geSAGT?
pOSS.2pL.dAT conversation this_way   say.pTcp

‘Did you tell him that in your conversation?’

18    (0.2)

19 SZ WAS denn?

‘[Tell him] what?’

20    (1.6)

21 AW ähm,

22    (0.28) dass er da    sO ANgenommen

cOmp 3SG.m.NOm there as take.pTcp

wird wie er        IS?
AUx.pASS.3SG.pRS as  3SG.m.NOm be.3SG.pRS

‘Um, that he is accepted the way he is there.’

23    (0.73)

24 AW °h äh [ich hab jetzt  ]

‘Um, now I’
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25 SZ [nee weil er hat] ja zu mIr gar nix geSA[GT ] davon.

‘No, because he never said anything about it to me.’

26 AW [ah,]

27    alles KLAR.

‘I see.’

The reference of the demonstrative in AW’s question hast du ihm dis bei eurem 
gespräch so geSAGT? (‘Did you tell him that in your conversation?’, l. 17) can be 
interpreted as wide, encompassing SZ’s whole prior turn. But it can also be inter-
preted as referring to only a part of it, for example the immediately adjacent TCU 
in line 13. Accordingly, SZ initiates a referential repair by asking WAS denn? (‘[Tell 
him] what?’, l. 19). For her repair, AW uses the structural latency (Auer, 2015) of 
the syntax of her own prior turn and expands it with a complement clause. Thus, 
the non-projected expansion disambiguates the reference of the demonstrative. It 
is a formulation of SZ’s TCU in line 3, but it also gives a concise summary of SZ’s 
whole turn in lines 2–12; yet, it excludes the possibility that the question refers 
to the TCU in line 13.

In contrast to this other-initiated expansion, in Excerpt (10) a second speaker 
expands the first speaker’s turn with a complement clause to check whether she 
has correctly recovered what the first speaker referred to. The example comes from 
the same telephone conversation as extracts (1) and (5).

(10) Telephone conversation among friends [FOLK_E_00084_T_02, c120]

01 EG sind eigentlich irgendwie (0.21) grad viele themen so 

OFfen immer wieder,

‘A lot of topics are “open” at the moment, actually.’

02    °h h°

03    (0.28)

04 FR ja eli[f hat doch voll] vIEle–

‘Yeah, Elif is working on a lot of them

05 EG       [hm_hm.         ]

06 FR Immer.

always.’

07    [is mir auch schon AU]fgefallen.

‘I’ve also noticed that.’

08 EG [hm_m.               ]

09 FR °h die hat ja auch immer die sagt auch immer so SAchen bei ähm–

‘And she always says things during

10    (0.7) den normalen TAgessitzungen–

the normal daily_meetings.’

11    irgendwie themen die OFfen sind und;

‘Topics that are “open”. And’

12    °h die hängt sich da voll REIN. h°

she puts a lot into it.’
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13    (0.84)

14 FR °h aber die meisten finden das NICH so geil,

but  dET.NOm.pL most    find.3pL.pRS 3SG.N.Acc not  so great

15    hab          ich     den        EINdruck?
have.1SG.pRS 1SG.NOm dET.Acc.SG impression.Acc

‘But most [of our colleagues] do not find that so  

cool, I have the impression.’

16    (1.22)

17 EG dass wir     jetz diese          eigenen    THEmen   machen?
cOmp 2pL.NOm now  dET.dEm.pL.Acc own.pL.Acc topic.pL make.2pL.pRS

‘That we [are asked to] work on our own topics now?’

18    (0.23)

19 FR ja?

‘Yes.’

20 EG °h ja.

‘Yeah.’

21    (0.78) viele ham da halt kein BOcK drauf.

‘Many [of them] don’t want to do it.’

EG and FR are talking about the editorial meetings of the newspaper for which 
they work. EG mentions that there are many ‘open’ topics on the agenda (i.e., top-
ics that the writers have chosen themselves) and that one colleague, Elif, is putting 
a lot of energy into working on many of them (l. 1–12). FR states aber die meisten 
finden das NICH so geil, hab ich den EINdruck? (‘But most [of our colleagues] don’t 
find that so cool, I have the impression.’, l. 14–15). The rising intonation indicates 
that she expects EG to affiliate with her. A pause follows, which can be taken to 
indicate that it is not clear whether FR is referring to the existence of ‘open’ topics 
(l. 1) or to Elif ’s efforts to deal with them (l. 4 and 12). EG then produces the 
complement clause dass wir jetz diese eigenen THEmen machen? (‘That we [are 
asked to] work on our own topics now?’, l. 17) as a check of understanding.29 FR 
confirms EG’s interpretation with ja? (‘yes’, l. 19) with a rising contour. This again 
pursues EG’s response, which she finally delivers (l. 20–21).

In the example, the complement clause is not a collaborative completion (as 
in Günthner’s [2015: 44] example for a ‘free-standing’ dass-clause that fulfils the 
projection of another speaker’s matrix clause).30 Here, the first speaker’s clause 
only retrospectively becomes a matrix clause, because it has been syntactically, 
prosodically, semantically, and pragmatically complete. The complement clause is 

29. For understanding-checks with es in the matrix clause see Günthner (2015: 52ff.), and with
das in the matrix clause see Günthner (2013: 232ff., 2015: 55).

30. The expletive pronoun in the matrix clause in Günthner’s example is es, not das. Comparable
cases with the demonstrative seem possible introspectively, although our collection does not 
contain any.
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not projected and performs an action of its own. This is also true for the comple-
ment clause used as a self-repair (produced as an answer to a question) in (9). 
In contrast, in the cases that are not co-constructed, it is disputable whether the 
complement clause performs a separate action, that is, if ‘specification’ counts as 
such (see Section 5).

5. Discussion

Our analyses have shown that the right dislocation construction is a conventional 
pattern of spoken German: Prosodically, it can occur both as a coherently pro-
duced whole and it can be produced in two chunks, that is, separate prosodic 
units which index the potentially independent status of the first clause and the two 
actions that they accomplish. The interactively constructed cases make especially 
clear that each clause can accomplish an action of its own (the complement clause 
can, for example, be a repair initiation or a repair as in (9) and (10)). In the cases 
that are not co-constructed, the matrix clause performs a complete action inde-
pendently before the complement clause is added. It remains debatable whether 
the complement clause merely continues that action or whether ‘(re-)specification’ 
is an independent action. What speaks in favor of the independent action status 
is that specifications of potentially ambiguous pronominal references frequently 
occur as independent main clauses as well (see e.g., Excerpt  (5), l. 5–631). The 
right-dislocation construction thus is one grammaticalized way to produce the 
two actions of asserting (or, more specifically, for example, assessing or asking 
a question) and specifying reference as successive chunks of a multi-unit turn 
(see Couper-Kuhlen & Thompson, 2008 for a comparable view on the English 
extraposition construction).

The right dislocation pattern is very productive—a great variety of verbs are 
used in this construction. In contrast to what Günthner (2009) has found for 
extraposition, there is no tendency towards the formulaicity of the matrix clause. 
While many of them have epistemic, evidential or evaluative semantics, event-
describing verbs are used as well (e.g., das erledigt das LAbel; dass die uns bei der 
GEma registrieren. ‘The label handles this for us, that they register us with GEMA.’; 
FOLK_E_00044_ T_01, c1007). Yet the tendency to contain verbs with ‘subjective’ 
semantics is common to all matrix clause constructions (see Section 2); it simply 
arises from the fact that many complement-taking predicates have meanings 
expressing attitudes towards propositional referents.

31. Lines 5–6 of Excerpt (5): dann MACHT er das auch nich; °h dann GIBT er das auch keinem
andern. ‘Then he won’t do that. Then he won’t give it [your topic] to anyone else.’
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The actions performed by the matrix clause are accordingly diverse as well, as 
the examples have shown. Questions and assessments make up important parts 
of the collection, but are on the whole not more frequent than other actions.32 
Thus, as has been found for right-dislocated NPs in French by Horlacher (2015) 
and Pekarek Doehler et al. (2015), matrix clauses of right-dislocated complement 
clauses in German are frequently used for, but not specifically tied to, assess-
ments.33 Rather, the bi-clausal right dislocation pattern is a very flexible construc-
tion, whose overarching characteristics (‘chunking’ and ‘linking’, incremental (re-)
specification of meaning, and potentially retrospective and prospective reference) 
can be used in the service of various actions.

6. Conclusion

The combination of matrix clause and right-dislocated complement clause is a 
linking construction that has retrospective and prospective properties. The first 
clause performs a backward-oriented action and the second clause (re-)specifies 
reference, but also often includes lexical material that prospectively serves as a link 
to the content of further, upcoming TCUs. The construction is thus particularly 
suited for linking parts of multi-unit turns.

The construction is conventionalized and thus can be used as a whole. Yet it 
often results from online planning and expansions, taking advantage of structural 
latencies of the emerging turn structure (Auer, 2015), in particular the potential to 
reinterpret the (originally anaphoric) pronoun. Because of its bi-partite structure, 
the construction allows for the incremental production of meaning, that is, a suc-
cessive realization of an action (for example, a statement, assessment, or question) 
and a specification/disambiguation of complex propositional or meta-pragmatic 
references, which can yield a summary, a change of perspective, or a topic expan-
sion. The construction creates cohesion and accommodates emergent interactional 
contingencies of structuring multi-unit turns, securing understanding or (more or 
less strategic) perspective shifts. From the point of view of information structure, 
it adheres to Chafe’s (1994) ‘one new idea’ constraint, presenting only one new con-
cept or referent per clause and often also per intonation unit. Thus, it is part of a 
large family of bi-clausal constructions (such as extrapositions and pseudo-clefts; 
see e.g., Günthner & Hopper, 2010) that have been described in the literature as 
produced in separate chunks that perform separate functions and accommodate 
the temporality of talk-in-interaction.

32. Among the 93 cases in the collection are 21 assessments and 10 questions.

33. The other sequential functions described as typical in the literature on French are not
frequent in our collection.
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